Thousands of guidelines

The AllRegs® by Ellie Mae® Multifamily Lending Package is a seller and servicer guide with all bulletins, exhibits, and forms. It consists of thousands of pages of government and conventional multifamily lending guidelines in a comprehensive online database. Accurately maintained and easily accessible with a variety of easy-to-use features, you’re assured of fast, reliable multifamily answers when you need them.

Product description

The Multifamily Lending Package is a collection of underwriting and insuring guidelines, consolidating all the multifamily information you need into one convenient, reasonably priced package. It delivers cover-to-cover guidelines with forms and exhibits for Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and FHA. It also includes relevant sections of the Code of Federal Regulations and Federal Register.

Rest assured that you’re relying on only the most up-to-date information with links connecting historical guidelines to current versions. Easily locate changes and know when they occurred with highlighted, date-stamped text revisions or consult a history of updates dating back two years. You can even insert personal annotations that remain private, or public notes that everyone in your firm can see.

Benefits

This toolset is designed to save you time and trouble by bringing all you need to know about government and conventional multifamily lending directly to your desktop. You’ll benefit from:

- Proprietary tools to get you the information you need fast, backed up by years of user feedback
- Embedded links that bring you from obsolete documents to the very latest information
- A single, reliable source for all the things you need to know, but shouldn’t have to remember

We have discounts for multiple site subscriptions.

Reach us at 1-800-848-4904 or elliemae.com/allregs to learn more about AllRegs by Ellie Mae’s Multifamily Lending Package.